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With the #Mate40 Series Eyes-on-Display, you can stay connected to your loved ones.

The technology world changes quickly - what do you think #2021 will hold? @TechAdviser has some ideas. tinyurl.com/y6zz7m5a

Contactless payment and electric vehicles have infiltrated our daily lives - and this is especially true in a #smartcity like Shenzhen. Take a look! tinyurl.com/y6zz7m5a
Asphalt & Legends, a game with over 10 million users, offers you the chance to drive top hypercars like Ferrari, Lamborghini, and take on the world's best street racers. Download it today! 

COLLECT THE MOST PRESTIGIOUS CARS!

Consistency is key. See how #AI is keeping the installation process around the world streamlined and standardized.

How does #Huawei keep its base station standards around the world so consistent? Find out how #AI is keeping its installations globally simplified.

Proud to be recognized as a top global innovator by the @EU_Commission. 

With all the components to cybersecurity, there's great opportunity for women from various industries to get involved.

We need to encourage ladies to look for jobs in cybersecurity, even if they don't have experience in technology. And now that I've said that, I would also like to say that looking at the 5 generations,

- Olivia Zantolo, Chief Security Officer, Huawei Canada
To create a more sustainable and equal future for all, everyone should have the right to digital access. Swipe & click to see how TECH4ALL achieves this through... See More

One World, One Digital Dream
Huawei believes that no one should be left be
Driving Equity & Equity
Huawei believes that no o

Gameiort, a renowned mobile game developer, integrated HUAWEI Account Kit into its apps & released them on HUAWEI AppGallery. Players can now sign-in with a HUAWEI ID via one-click authorization & access digital assets on all of their devices.

With the Mate40 Series' Eyes on Display you can stay connected to your loved ones.

AI + Food Services = Smart, Innovative & Healthy. See how HuaweiCloudAI and Sodexo take smart cuisine to a new level.

Meet Seefood, an AI-powered settlement solution that has been recently launched by Sodexo. By using HuaweiAtlas, it's smart to help you check out quickly and... See More
Drumroll please! Play the game of the month: Asphalt Legends with over 10 million users. Test-drive top hypercars: Ferrari, Porsche, Lamborghini, and take on the world's best street racers. Download today: https://tinyurl.com/zy97l5q

FEEL THE THRILL OF ARCADE RACING

Check out this tutorial on how to integrate HUAWEI In-App Purchases SDK into a React Native Android app within 10 minutes!

Balanced development & accountability play major roles in the rise or fall of a company. Founder & CEO Ren Zhengfei shares his sentiments about Huawei's chance... See More

When we say our commitment lies in investing in R&D, we mean it! https://tinyurl.com/zy97l5q